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A complete menu of Bissen Pizzeria Am Gronn from Diekirch covering all 15 meals and drinks can be found here
on the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided

on the website. What User likes about Bissen Pizzeria Am Gronn:
I came here to eat pizza and that was the perfect choice! pizzas are made before publicity in wood stove. perfect

setting. pizzas are thin, crumbling and tasty from the edge to the middle of the pizza. not wet from the sweet,
simply perfect with many beats! the eiscoupes are also huge and tasteful. many chocolate sauce hard, but very

tasteful. in any case they come back for a second round pizza! price against quality... read more. What User
doesn't like about Bissen Pizzeria Am Gronn:

The place was already full when we arrived. The service was rather fast. The food was good to those who like it
a bit fatty, as the pizza had tones of cheese in it and the pasta had lots of oil. read more. At Bissen Pizzeria Am
Gronn in Diekirch, crispy pizza is baked fresh using a traditional method, The guests of the establishment also

appreciate the extensive variety of differing coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant has to offer.
Additionally, you're in for original Italian cuisine inclusive of tasty classics like pizza and pasta.
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Desser�
PANCAKE

Ho� drink�
IRISH COFFEE

Coffe�
COFFEE

Süß� Dessert�
TIRAMISU

CREPES

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

FRENCH

ITALIAN

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

MEAT

CHEESE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

PIZZA

SALAD

FISH

PASTA
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